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8 Some stories in the media have the company ignored evidence that 

a responded to the 10th anniversary asa _ the O-rings (which caused the crash of 
Jeremy Marwil celebration of the heroic efforts of the Challenger) would fail. He 

u . those involved. The headline of aUSA subsequently lost his job and was 
Dear friends, Your loss has meant Today article about the 10th forced to move to another state in fear 

that we could confidently anniversary reported that “the deck for his life from other coworkers in the 
beginvanew. was stacked” against the engineers company. For Judson Lovingood, a 

. from scratching the mission since former NASA deputy manager, the 

These words were spoken by mission —_ 4S q management wanted to guilt runs deep. In the USA Today 
commander Captain Frederick Hauck —jaunch, It’s too easy in hindsight to article, he admitted that “people 
on the first flight of space shuttle view the engineers as “right “ and should hold us collectively 
Discovery nearly 32 months after the NASA as “wrong.” We all watched as _ responsible as a group.” 
Challenger disaster. the house of cards fell and the 

. . . astronauts became immortalized in a The families of the astronauts settled 

This year Is the ten year anniversary cloud of white smoke. with the US government and Morton 
of this tragic event, but some of the Thiokol for more than $1.5 billion 

people involved have not come to We cannot blame a single personora _ dollars. But the animosity and 
yaa with the magnitude of group of people for the Challenger loathing continued for Christine 
this tragedy. explosion, but we can ask how the McAuliffe’s father who wrote, “(they) 

.. ultimate space calamity reflects on our deliberately neglected to make 
I vividly remember where I was and American ideals and values. It has corrections to the O-rings and are, 
what I was doing the moment I heard always been the American way to be therefore, as guilty as if they planned 
about the explosion. Asa 13 year-old bushing forward and striving to do a deliberate criminal act.” We have 

kid, the images of the explosion left better, but maybe we have moved so glossed over the hatred and bitterness 
me in disbelief. It was a defining fast that we have glossed over some of _ that those closely involved with the 
moment for a generation of the important lessons. space shuttle program felt and 
youngsters like myself. shit teas 

We have not come face to face with 
But who was to blame for the loss of some of the terrible human attributes As Captain Hauck said two and a half 
six highly skilled astronauts and an that are connected with this tragedy— _ years after the Challenger accident, 
American teacher? Who-was to blame neglect, fear, guilt and bitterness. NASA had “confidently begun anew,” 
forthe choice by NASA to launch the Roger Boisjoly, an engineer with but even at the ten year mark, the loss 
shuttle despite the warnings by Morton Thiokol at the time, testified _ is still tremendous. 
engineers? Who was to blame fornot before a presidential commission that by Jeremy Marwil 
heeding then Morton Thiokol 
engineer Bob Ebeling’s foresight that 
the Challenger mission would result 
in a “super colossal disaster?” Who do 
we blame that NASA felt pressure 
from the White House to launch since r) 
then President Reagan wanted to 
mention it in his state of the Union fe] L 0 
address that evening? 

These questions are nearly 
unanswerable and | don’t think blame 
can be assigned arbitrarily to NASA 
or the US government. However, if we 
don’t confront the aftermath of this Randall Tower, 1314 W. Johnson St. 
tragedy carefully, then we ignore the Madison, WI 53715 (608) 251-2936 
memory of the ultimate screwup in 
space flight history. 
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l hey’re Lean, Mean 

Goldberg Machines 

We you like the chance to design _ bulb or toasting a piece of bread. The One question often asked is, what do 
a wild and wacky machine that ultimate goal of this year’s machines isto _ winning contraptions of the past have in 

nobody believes will work? Do youhave puta coin into a bank, using twenty or common with each other? What made 

a great time playing with toys you more distinct mechanical steps. The them better than the others? The answer 

should have given up years ago? Are teams are judged on their use ofa theme, _ is hard to define. 
there piles of old knickknacks or junk how many steps they take to put the coin 

sitting around your basement or attic? If in the bank (the more the better) and One past machine contained a toilet seat 

you answered yes to any of these whether their machine actually can do that had a copper wire stretched across 

questions, you might be ready for the what the team members claim it can. it. A toy troll was hanging from the wire 

Rube Goldberg™ Machine Contest. by a length of fishing line. The fishing 
Talk to any of the students on campus line melted when electric current, started 

Rube Goldberg wasa talented cartoonist | who have taken part in the by a previous step, surged through the 

in the first half of the 19th century. He Rube Goldberg™ Machine Contest wire, and caused the troll tumbling 

created drawings of incredibly compli- and they will tell you, “It’s the hardest down, triggering yet another step. 

cated machines that would supposedly thing I have ever done...The 
do things like peel the shell off a boiled heavy machinery...” 
egg or brush lint off an old coat. He 
labeled every part of the machine witha 

letter and explained the actions of the The objective of the Rube Goldberg™ Machine Contest 

contraption by theside of the drawing: is to build a complicated machine that accomplishes 
Goldberg's name is often used in writing 3 

as an insulting description for some a simple task 
unlikely method of solving a problem SS eee 

that seems 0 hewayitoo complicated.for According to Jessie Corbett, the chair- Another machine incorporated 22 steps 

008. man of this year’s local Rube Goldberg™ and used objects such as a heat lamp to 

TrecjecveatheRabeGoldbeg™ Gute anybodycanbcinvolveeven het wateyansttie lay le, 
Machine Contest is to build a compli- winey inengineering. i 

cated machine that accomplishes a 
simple task such as turning ona light Cont. on page 11 
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How is calamity contained 

on the COE Campus: 

H ow many times in the last few ; 
months have you been walking er EA Ge ce 

across the engineering campus and ome hc Rk | aon 
noticed a fire truck outside of CAE or le Due to MAJO : | Wai C | ‘Damage — 

yineering ig! i Se A pe ee ee | Engineering Hall? Several, right? Did ae _ There will be no access to | 
you wonder what the heck was going aR AEE aR ee 
on? Because, chances are, you probably iL _ these labs until furth er no ICE: ‘ 
didn’t find out much of anything at the as ae D555. oe ip Uni 4 
time. Many students were frustrated | ¢ ‘ -D B40 HP Unix a. a 
not only by not knowing what was  Niteeeedeiway |) toamwarkiane h , : , ose DOOSIEallway PowerMacs going on, but by the fact that they had as | ee ets i 
to be evacuated. They were just told to er lease use | ese labs ins Caq; " 
leave without ever receiving any Loe ‘CAE ain site Alt 
explanation as to why. Given these | 1119 ng Jail Mac s/UN x 
circumstances a question that could . _< 3610, S1OyIE, a — | g 
potentially be raised is, “Well, is this i | 35086 r 5 yy, Ee AP Une oo | 8 
really necessary?” Did the entire ——rt—“‘“OCOO™C—sisSS — ie “eC E 
building really have to be evacuated? Ce ee ee ee | § 
Were safety procedures being fol- 3 <A? . . : 
lowed? Who was handling all of this? Signs, like this, are hastily put up to redirect students after an accident. 
Near the end of last semester many 
students may recall that there were a “all-clear” was given. It was later when even the smallest amount of the y 8 
couple of chemical spills at CAE within _ determined that a meter’s warning light _ chemical has leaked from the area. 
about a month and a half of each other. had gone on in an area of the building When this occurs, standard procedure 

is to evacuate the building. The 
SS —————— Cl chenniical spills, in both instances, were 

Hundreds of thousands of doll _ undreds of thousands of dollars 
More recently, a water main burst in the 

worth of damage was done to over pavement nen aertg Hal) On 
. . ‘ebruary 6, Mary win, 

80 computers, including HP department manager, was in B555 
. . working on one of the computers when 

workstations, DOS machines, and she and another student noticed 
a standing water in the room. There was 

Macs. An unprotected pipe seemed _ ever water dripping onto many of the 
workstations. She says now that her 

to be the cause first course of action may not have been 
the most rash. She immediately began 
unplugging the computers in the room. 

In each case, everyone was evacuated where chemicals were being handled. Initially, the hardware maintenance 
from the building. Many students recall _ The containment facilities used for the staff and other staff members were 
being forced to leave all of their chemicals are equipped with hoods and ___called to the “scene” to assess the 
belongings in the computer lab until the __a type of alarm system that indicates situation. During the course of all of 

ENGINEER 
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this, a fire alarm was sounded, and machines and Macs. An unprotected Engineering will be open 24 hours a day, 
everyone was asked to leave the pipe seemed to be the cause. Mondays - Fridays. This will provide 13 
building. After the alarm went off, she more HP workstations, 13 more DOS 

returned to one of the rooms to tryand — Currently, Mary Baldwin and others are — machines and about 15 additional Macs 
cover some of the machines. When the desperately trying to find more for students to use. 
fire department arrived, she was told to —_ machines to make available to the 
leave - no questions asked. Looking students. “It’s devastating because it What seems to be most important in 

each of these cases is that safety proce- 
ns dures throughout engineering are 

a ‘i strictly followed. Regardless of how 
Regard less of how much information __ muctiinformation is available at the 

. . . time of the incident, the safety of the 

IS aval iable at the time of the students and faculty is the number one 

. o priority. Nothing is left to chance. So, the 

incident, the safety of the students next time you should happen to run 
” across a fire truck on your way to class, 

and facu Ity IS the num ber one rest assured that, although you may not 

é e i z have a clue as to what is happening, 

priority. Nothing is left to chance —_ everyoneis sate. 

back, things could have turned out affects all of (the students) who are Author Bio: Bridgett Marsh is an 
worse than they did had she not taken trying to do homework,” said Baldwin. — engineering student who is new to 
action. In fact, they probably ended up _ They are in the process of trying to the Wisconsin Engineer. She enjoys 
saving a couple of machines. According repopulate Room B540 with some playing the clarinet in the UW- 
to Baldwin, no one from the police or computers, but Room B555 will have to | Marching Band. 
fire departments would give any of the be completely gutted, and may not even 
faculty any information about the status __ be operational this semester. One 
of the situation. decision that just went through is that 

as of Monday, February 26, General 

Many students were 
affected because they 
were scheduled to have ‘ Fe . i 
interviews that day. : co ee Mee 
Some of the companies — > for x 
that were there posted = kee . or my 4 
signs on the outside of 4 i ‘ 
the building saying that | 4 r - : 
they had relocated to 4 - eo eee 
Union South. Other ’ 1 ts Py 
students and faculty, 4 bo Ie ew ( 
upon hearing that it : P ee es. i 

was contained to the E : 7 oe es 
northwest corner of the ~_ a a ’ nee ie ra 

basement, did re-enter oe a ae 
the building if they had 5 : ( oo 
been working else- ; { cae a 

where. i 4 as as is 

Aa ££ ’ 
The result of the water oe oa Pe a ee os 
main braking was the fi pene Bh ce Neg ’ ee Bea 
floodi ¢ _ oie ee ae oe fae es eas looding of the com: 2a. jh Oe Bo AR 

e ee. ess Ss Mises 3 
puter labs in the i Pay ae ei g 
basement of Engineer- er 8 

ing Hall. Hundreds of is q $s 
thousands of dollars : g 
worth of damage was g 

done to over 80 A frozen pipe in Engineering Hall burst and caused thousands of dollars of damage. 
computers, including 

HP workstations, DOS 
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T he engineering campus may some- about the University’s registration sys- closed. During registration periods, how- 
times seem like its own little island tem a.k.a. “the touchtone lady.” Perhaps ever, the touchtone system has extended 

in the big ocean of what is the University _ the most frequently asked question to evening and weekend hours. 
of Wisconsin. However, every schooland _ spring from the lips of frustrated stu- 
college - engineering included - is dents is, “why isn’t the touchtone system 
touched by the waves sent out by the open twenty-four hours a 
University sadministrations. For the day? After all, she is acom 
most part, students don’t ever think puter, so it’s not like she ee tea eal 
about the administrative side of the Uni- _ needs to sleep. _ 3 _— pe eee | 

ni mresavieies ‘ne é COO Ra ell! UCU versity, but thereare exceptions. At least ao. a an o Let'sdoapoll! i 
once every semester, all students stop to Questions like these from eee are er ee 

: , ° : eee—“‘isOOOOON 
wonder (as they are trying to fit one the curious minds of the eS oe 

i i H ‘ ‘ ay Se ae ee ee es — | 

more EPD class into their schedules) Wisconsin Engineer were 2 Eee) ee ol _ 

taken to Rosemary Gall at | Based on her voice, would you go 
the Peterson Buildin Ac- Po Ba ed oF oe ae would yan a Le ’ 8: out with the touchtone lady? — 
cording to Gall, the comput- oe Sc | 

. es - rrr——— _ers—~—~—s—SBW“ erzedtoucionesysen 
ee was first used in the fall se- | And where wo i a ) Lae 

o mesterof1988,andthepros | ae ae 
‘ a ee 

gramwasdevelopedhereat | ~ a - 
f Roe the University. Before the S Email res, onses tO: rr waa ee me ee ca ica =" ‘ - 4 touchtone system was in _ wiscengr( )caelab l.cae.wisc.edu- se 

= ae = a ee errrrr”—“*ESEN ; A =e place, students had to go to _ Re isesdueby May lst | 
: A aN ph the Stock Pavilion on the ee pons’ oN ze a! 

“Shaw . * ies Agricultural and LifeSci- J 
te hk Sal encescampusandpickupa (628) 8G 

° ~ \j istrati f Then th ee ee ee 
Sa id registration form. Then they 

) " a dl Ph had to go to individual de- 
sd ee { | Ww partments and stand in line to sign up Now that we've unraveled the mystery 
a 4 | ] A for each class they wanted to take. of the “touchtone lady,” there’s one other 

7 Fe Pee | juestion concerning the administrative | ae | ; . a ming 
ue : With the installment of the touchtone side of the University that students 
PG 24 system, students can not only register sometimes ponder. How in the world 
woe eh ae j but also access grades, schedules, official do they decide where to put each class? 

am» - University information and change their Granted, your Chemical Engineering 
: ey >  PIN’sall from the comfort of their class is not going to be taught in 

é homes. That is, as long as the system is Bascom Hall, but still with around 6,000 

8 open. The reason the system is shut classes being offered each semester, 
e down at night and on the weekends is how does the University keep 

Bee £ because the same computer thatruns the everything running smoothly? 
sete & registration program also contains the 

Author Michelle Truscott familiarizes University’s records system and does Once again the answer is a computer 
herself with the registration process. batch printing jobs. These other pro- program. According to Sharon Pereo, Di- 

grams are runatnightand onthe week- _rector of the Timetable and Classroom 
ends when the registration program is Scheduling Office (formerly known as 

6 Wie 
> ENGINEER



the Instructional Space Assignment _ : : 

Office) a computer program was devel- bee eee : : 

oped hereoncampustomakeclassroom fo ( ; ] _ D 

assignments more adequate, efficient — oe - a Or Vy ays 

and fair. While thereare pocketsofspace Jo - : 7. 

not scheduled by the Timetable and | ~=—szTNniversitv faces o 

Classroom Scheduling Office, each Pe _ University faces of the past century 

semester the program places between . Co 

5,000 and 7,000 sections in approxi- [8 co Cc 

mately 380 classrooms. a Sh _ 

Th heach d te. * Unknown 
e process starts with each department oe . pu Sen, 

on campus sending in their requests for i | oo Jig 2) (circa 1918) 

building space by class period. Classes a ke 1 _ 

are assigned in the home building of the - J oe, % 

department if possible (MechanicalEngi- | | = LN 

neering for IE classes, for example). If it 2 | —~ rr 

is impossible to schedule a class in that 4 : 4 

department's home building, it gets put i . 3 4 

in whatever building the department a i : # & 

designates as first priority, second prior- a f n ie 

ity and on down the line. In most cir- ee fi — P A oo / ] 

cumstances, classescanbescheduledina | | Fell ; 
building near by, if notin, their Ce a  / ee | 
department’s home building. When as- 2. ie a me cae 

signments come out, if an instructor is re Kurt BR Wendt | gg | , 4 

not satisfied with the assignment, he or eee ail : 

she can request the location of the rrr 

class be moved. a -——rlrrS— ; c. 
SS é 

For the majority of students at the Uni- 5 : L 

versity of Wisconsin, administrative du- la ee — 

ties and decisions are never given much | We 

consideration. Most of what goes on be- Ae hel 

hind closed doors in places like the le : Se 
Peterson Building and the WARF build- : cae = Ss 4 

ing will always remain a mystery, but lee “s 4 Dean John 

next semester when you are registering ae - Bollinger 

for your required engineering courses, at oo ee ; 

least you will have the satisfaction of ale _ . - 

knowing that you do not have to stand |). "| 

in line to sign up and that your engineer- 2 XN : 

ing class will not be in Vilas. le \ 

Author Bio: Michelle Truscott is an ne 4 / - aS _ : L ce 

English major who dares to venture ea a 

forth onto the engineering campus to =: | , OS 

work on the magazine. What a brave Se ae ! wl 

soul oo es 
ip ona’ > 

Shalala a 
a a 

ee 

 «£ 

= | 
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It's Alive! ts Alive! 

Biomed program slowly rises 
from planning table 
wr do neighboring universities like _ instruments and devices and use engi- 1982 to 1992 (see Figure 1). Inan informal 

the University of lowa, University neering tools for medical decision mak- survey conducted by Assistant Dean 
of Illinois and Marquette University ing and cost containment. Donald Woolston, approximately 50 of 
have that UW-Madison does not? The 
answer isan undergraduate biomedical ESE EE 
engineering program (BME), but per- . . . . . 
haps not for long. Through the efforts of Biomedical engineers use engi neering tools to 
Electricaland Computer Engineering solve problems in biology and medicine and use Professor Willis Tompkins, Industrial . . . . ~ Engineering Professor Robert Radwin engineering principles to understand and repair 
and Orthopedic Surgery and Mechanical 
Engineering Professor Ray Vanderby as the human body 
well as others across eampys, an under= <i) 
praduate biomedical engineering degree . . 
oe sr eet oe STW Mid js oa “e Previously, the philosophy of the faculty __the pre-engineers currently enrolled at ays areaity “ = and administration on the College of En- | UW-Madison would be interested in 

gineering hasbeen that —_ earning an undergraduate degree in 
itis better to first be- BME. These data establish a demand for 
come good engineers a BME program with students already 
and to later specialize enrolled, even though UW-Madison has 

Ph.D. Recipients inbiomedicalengineer- no doubtbeen losing potential students 
Fastest-Growing Fields 1982 1992 Increase ing.Studentsweread- _to other universities that have Geology aS | vised to earna tradi- undergraduate biomedical 

tional undergraduate engineering degrees. 
Cell Biology a 188 358% degree in Chemical En- 
Computer Science 220 789 258% gineering, ElectricalEn- A biomedical engineering program is 
Nursing 112 337 201% gineering, Industrial also likely to attract female faculty and 
Aeronautical Engineering 86 234 172% af aca poeriae sfusdenis tothe College of Engineering. 

anica i cording to American Society of Engi- Mechanical Engineering 334 856 156% and focus their electives neering Education (ASEE) statistics, fe- 
Industrial Engineering 79 197 149% onthenumerousengi- males are awarded more PhD’s in 
Biomedical Engineering 59 147 149% neeri ing courses special- Biomedical Engineering than any other 

Materials Science 147365 148% izing in biological or 
medical applications. 

Computer Engineering 72 174 142% 

Why the change in phi- 20 
losophy? According to 

S US News & World R Professor Tompkins, 18 
‘i “the planets are aligned 

right at this time so that —}10 

it may be possible for 
In general, biomedical engineers useen- _us to start a real biomedical engineering . 
gineering tools to solve problems inbiol- degree program.” More specifically, it 
ogy and medicine and use engineering has been reported by US News and OS. uae la iad lea Ge tale 
principles to understand and repair the World Report that Biomedical Engineer- 
human body. Among their many respon- _ ing is one of the fastest growing fields in 
sibilities, BME’s may design medical America with a growth of 149% from 
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engineering discipline (see Figure 2). 
This means that a program in biomedical 
engineering could increase the percent- 
age of females in the College of 
Engineering which currently has about % z é - x 

5% female faculty and about 18% Why is Biomedical Engineering 
female students. * 

Important for UW-Madison? 
Finally,a BME program would cross 

university boundaries and offernew 
educational pathways to students. Fac- fiscipli 
ulty in at least eight of the schools or col- * In ciplina y field that spans dep ental and 
leges on this campus are qualified and college boundaries 
would be interested in teaching classes in © Offers students new educational pathways 
such areas as biomechanics, biomedical — New routes for students wishing to attend medical 

instrumentation, biomaterials and bio- hool i 1 
chemistry. Previously, students who SCHOO OF ErarU ate 
were interested in medicine and engi- — Offers unique professional opportunities as 

neering took many extra credits to fill the alternative to medical school 
requirements for medical school inaddi- © Diversity 
tion to their engineering classes or just . . oe 7 
gave up onengineering. An undergradu- — Biomedical Engineering had the highest percentage 
ate degree in BME would offer a new of Ph.D.s awarded to women in 1995 (ASEE) 
route to students wishing to attend . 
medical school or graduate school. ~ Field most likely t0-ateisel women {scully 

@ Brings new customers to UW-Madison 
What an undergraduate curriculum in — Anticipate more than 50 new students per year 
biomedical engineering should look like . . . 
is the question that is now being de- ~ We are losing students to neighboring schools 
bated. To be competitive with degrees @ New opportunities for outside resources 
offered by the College of Letters and Sci- — Whitaker Foundation 
ence, it would be necessary for a BME 
degree to require a maximum of 120 — Industry 

credits. This is a stringent constraint. Out 
of the nine engineering degrees currently 
offered, all but two, indstrial and me- Biomedical Enginoesi 

chanical, exceed this requirement. After * 

the 16 credits of liberal studies required 

An undergraduate 
. 9 would not be qualified toenterindustry engineering program, the outlook is 

degree in BME would after four years asa biomedical engineer. good. Who knows, maybe the planets 
Oo h i Id bi ff . dif. : i id 1 . P 7 ne solution would be to offer two dif- arealigned correctly. 

offer anew ro ute to stu ferent tracks, one leading to medical 

dents wishi ng to school and one to professional biomedi- 
. cal engineering. Those choosing to go to 

attend medical school medical school would benefit from hav- Author Bio: Sheri Schneider is a jun- 

or graduate school ing basic engineering skills as wellas the _ jor at the University of Wisconsin. 
required knowledge to enter medical This is her first semester working on 
school. Those choosing the biomedical i : ; 

— ‘ : the Wisconsin Engineer and she has 
engineering career path would be able _ oe 

to be accredited, the 28 credits required to earna masters degree in BME in recently joined our advertising staff. 
for medical school, and the approxi- one additional year. 

mately 30 credits of basic courses such as . 
math and physics required by the Col- Whatis the outlook of an undergraduate 

lege of Engineering are built into a biomedical engineering degree at UW- 
curriculum, there is little room to fitfun- - Madison? The enthusiasm of the faculty 
damental biomedical engineering and students involved is very high. If 
classes. Therefore, a person earning her this is any indication that there will soon 

or his undergraduate degree in BME bean undergraduate biomedical 
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= eee a rt—“—™t—O—O”CCr—~<S—srss 
EXPONEWS 3 

ew onsand contact EXPO if youor 
ineeringe Malle) eee eee eee core Or ba 

i ne 0 group areinteestedin tee | 
Project = ideas or would like to express your 

ee optuonenthe subject 
Engineering Mallisen important | 7 1] 0] 
gateway othe Collegeof Engineering 1, Should EXPOhosta contest to 
designing and improving it, Many get toworkontheMall? & : i Be ee ee idess have been introduced ranemg 4 | 0 
the clock chimes toaddingalaser during the summer on the Mall? 
light show. The Executive Coes : Po es ae oe 
is interested in learning about your 3.“ How would youfeelabout = 
interest in designing Engineering _-—=—=—_—participating for independent [===> 
Mall. Please consider the following -—study/designcredit? «== eee 
Sr a 

Congratulations! - 

The Wisconsin Engineer would like to congratulate the finalists of the 1996 Steuber Prize for Excellence in Writing. 
The finalists and their winning essays are: 

Rick Giallombardo - “Old Man River, Past and Present: Technology’s impact on the Upper Mississippi River” 
Travis King - “Locked Out” 

Yaniv Lazimy - “Defusing the Population Explosion: Is Humanity Up to the Challenge?” 
Joel C. Moser - “The Art of Noise: Designing Sound Characteristics Into a Motorcycle” 
Michael Scholz - “Landmines: A Global Crisis to Challenge this University” 
Svetlana E. Zilist - “A Glimpse of Culture From the Eyes of an Engineer” 

The winners will be announced at this years Polygon Banquet. To find out more about the contest and to read these 
winning essays, check out the Steuber Prize Webpage at http:/ / www.engr.wisc.edu/epd/syllabus /Steuber.html. 
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You may be wondering why engineers So how did a contest of this nature get 
_Cont.fromp.3 would actually go so far as to set up a started, and by whom’? It all started at 

. . contest to emulate the crazy ideas of Purdue University as a contest between 
machine to make a drinkable cup of R . é . ve 

z z ube Goldberg. Engineers, for the most the Theta Tau and Triangle fraternities, 
coffee, in the most complicated way 2 ; Spe 

pen 5 : ; part, try to design machines that are but it died a few years later. Many years 
possible, in less than five minutes using se j 5 ne : 

oo . efficient, use as few materials as possible, _ passed until some members of the Theta 
at least 20 steps. The winning design : 

: . have no unwanted side effects and Tau chapter at Purdue found some old 
included four flavor options of coffee, . : . ; 

: which work consistently. Rube pictures from the contest and decided to 
plus a choice of cream and/or sugar. 

The Money 
Grubbers, one of 

this year’s teams, Roressoe Burrs is wt wim an anger cace{ IE ———————- ‘ O la 
were inspired to Directs garoneres OPA ZEIT | Ro» £4, 5 3 theirnameby the | Bue Lerner oer peo 4 | [Jeet] | Myra FAL 
fact that, true to MAGNETIC SPRINGC)WHICH CONTRACTS AND RO E o Ly y im 5 

oe CAUSES KNIFE(D)TO Cur CoRD(E)AND RELEASE. Bs 8 = A = Y, 1 f re the spirit of the HORSESHOE (F), ALLOWING IT TO DROP on srringhes SY] F lait ee } fi iS g 
é @)and PULL TRIGGER OF CANNON (H) WHICH NE CE fil 11 ea itt = contest, their SHOOTS A HOLE IN WALL. Rar (I)scemG A new | = iC "} wide lls { | S 

machine would be | Eevee 7 sane sto, earers wo is | NH ees i made entirely ROPE(IK) RASING STORM SIGNAL FLAG(L)Exsanoe ie} | | CoE eter Ry) VF] 'S 
Q)wue 18 A LITTLE CUCKOO, THMKS HE 13 AT Te! i “S Ore. lub 4S) y a from cardboard, SEA AND HALLS DOWN SAaIL(N),CAUSING TOP = B | - eA = Tee ul TO Ze g 

: Boom(0) TO STRIKE AGAINST ARROWIPIAND SWING | coeeceey? ff I . \ ot a BA & 
duct tape, string IT TO POSITION INDICATING STORM. pa” tp Van yy 5 9 — Ht HD = 

and otherassorted | roe BNE Teese wirmowe s wurry fae” __ SA Wa = So 8 \ ene al E 
peTnenpln, |S a eee ee & et oid Liss lf 
was to use no WORLD. . Ptah EA | dione yl 
extra money to 5 

aq 3 
build it. Tom Lo 

° Mayer, the Professor Butts' Scientific Barometer, 1931 

organizer of the 

Money Grubbers, is most proud of a Goldberg’s ungainly contraptions seem research its history. Soon after that they 
pulley system that dumps B.B.’s as one to be the exact opposite of that started up local contests on their campus 
of its main steps and is started off by a engineering ideal. and opened it to everyone who could 

bowling pin. The eight members of the build a machine. The contest eventually 
Money Grubbers spent many hours of Building a machine can be quite fun and caught the attention of the National 
mental planning and 4 days of hard gives youa chance to let your imagination Theta Tau Fraternity who opened it to 
physical labor preparing for the Febru- run wild. According to Jessie Corbett, this anyone froma school that had a Theta 
ary 24th contest. contest is, “engineering gone mad,” Tau chapter. 
How does a team win the contest? One because Rube Goldberg machines are 
definite bonus is being able to actually obviously not very efficient machines. This The contest has changed through the 
complete the task, without human contest lets people from engineers to music years. There is now a Rube Goldberg, 
intervention. Also, many teams win by majors have fun making up wacky Inc. and the Rube Goldberg name is 
the way they play witha certain theme machines that totally disobey the “laws” of copyrighted. One of these changes is at 
such as toys, or things from the 1960’s. engineering. the local contest level. The national 

contest is now open to all universities 
and high schools in the country. The 
Madison contest is open to all students, 

Wadtsod & Yowe SLez Batel Engineering or otherwise. Contestants 
have the chance to wina trip to Purdue 
University where they will compete at 

Fa a the National Rube Goldberg™ Machine 
i HOWARD JOHNSON Contest for the traveling trophy. 

Ds. ‘ 5 dl 
a be So, in the future, save those artistic 
Be il . : ‘ 
octets =e serene doodles in your lecture notes. You may 

have the plans for a supreme Rube 
Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel Goldberg™ Machine. 

525 West Johnson Street ¢ Madison, WI 53703 
Author Bio: Dan Hanson is a fresh- 

(608) 251-5511 ¢ 1-800-654-2000 man in pre-engineering who enjoys 

writing, running and playing hacky- 
sack, in between sleeping and 

studying. 
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Mapping the Natural World 
A can describe the shape of a Ree Bs Sa ee ee ie re 

building, a lamp or a car using bie i: ree Ga. By Bata eet : es 
simple shapes like a square, line or ie at GER oe Pera s Sood ie aay oy, | 

circle. In fact, anything built by Pus Pea 2 apis aes xe | 
humankind can be described using bes ae ee 3 ee ssh 
such shapes and figures. But how can ba Pt ae S 
we describe the structure of a fern or a a ee sit is 
mountain range? In 1975, Benoit fe as re Te Sete 3 

Mandelbrot discovered a geometry that ee Soa a Bae Ge Po age & 
he called a fractal. “Mandelbrot’s fractal aS a ees Be ee OI 3 
geometry provides both a description ee ae oi ee PF , ope ae o 
and a mathematical model for many of al oi 2 gee TR So ee $ 
the seemingly complex forms found Hee a Roa re BG Ss a 2 
in nature.”! Be an pea. a 2 ait iB iS " = 

3 Pi ee ce eRe Bad BC ore 6 8 

What is a fractal image? Some of you eeny ae Be | oot 5, ee 8 
may have seen a poster or news story es ae i ERR gti 4 A epi E 

about chaos and fractals. They are gts ax 7) be ere ae Bc Ng S 
those posters with seemingly infinite ae ae coe ee Yai 8 

and wild shapes that sometimes do not fo? eeepc oe fa eee 2 
look like anything familiar, but none- Spiral —— end ~ 

theless create a beautiful structure. 
Many of the works of M.C. Escher, such nature is a cauliflower. If you were to Euclidean geometry contains structures 
as Circle Limits IV, show fractal proper- look at a whole cauliflower, as well as at _like the square, line and sphere. Where 

ties. A fractal has properties unlike any a small but magnified section, they Euclidean geometry is good for 
of the traditional shapes people are would look very much alike. representing man-made objects, fractals 
familiar with. Basically, a fractal are appropriate for representing natural 
geometry is a structure that exhibits a There are several properties that makea — objects and phenomena. Traditional 
similar shape exhibited over all scales. fractal geometry different than a geometry can be described by a certain 
An example of a fractal structure in traditional Euclidean geometry. characteristic size and formula (i.e. 

slope of a line, radius of a circle). A 

" fractal geometry has no specific size or 
a ae scale and cannot be described by a 
nea ae a single formula. Fractals are constructed 

———— by a mathematical method called 
7 A Loe / iteration. Iteration is the process of 

3 performing on operation over and over 
ig i to come to a solution of a certain 

. ae ¥ a desired accuracy. 

a re , yr 
a : ig ne PSA 2 Unlike most Euclidean geometry, 

su a Py eat i P| : | ® fractals have the property of self- 
ee wt al ee a Ws similarity or scaling. This self-similarity 

cece ues a ae as ge a i i : 
ee Ea 7 ae ge ; eve = is the property of an object or shape 

alle er eT eit pes ee ees ee |< that looks similar on all scales. Ex- 
Pe i aa / YT gets iP eed". amples found in nature include the fern 

-- hc erat bs \ an ie Papas |® oF the cauliflower. If you were to look 
ne che i fs Le. ai, 2 fx ety ide , 5 ata whole fern as well as a small 
ge ia el af J i o a od of i 8 section, they would look strikingly 

igh Fs A ae hia ‘, Nina id Pa >, similar. This self-similarity can be seen 
& te! : Neue oe ae io GAeige ee 7 ag? in many natural structures like 

Cloudy Day in The Mountains 
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Da mara oes combs nature. Fractal geometry and its 

on Eke te concepts have become the central tools 

es es ay Gs Ae Re ne a in most of the natural sciences: physics, 

a Pah ee Lin 4 oie Y chemistry, biology, geology, meteorol- 

S ST ne ASE So ar ae a ae ogy and materials science.’ Also, fractal 

Renee bigest Te pean Rae de geometry has been found to relate to 

Deemer ets aaa ey een nar aoe eed many dynamic systems in the world. It 

be ee Es pe wee or ra eae is probable rat Phesemelfinds sl, 

Fa cee cere er ae Se oe Geen re «allow us a deeper un erstanding 0 

Pots ea Se eo eer eee oon 8 such dynamic systems as the climate 

Liss: ipa rap lca Rega ae lt ea ® or the ecology. 
ees sae ath Pi me ae oe eae c 

aciNlit Sat Sere ans eG, OMI a 3 

le Be ce ia pees eee ea * Pees of mathematics, but one that helps 

: Cae SE re Bs a i. eee beat Pra rete = everyman to see the same old world 

eae Ge a i cna Wo. Pate cag eee oho ah cee A® differently.”* Fractals have brought 

ae sears Bee ents ee ae Ee epee © about the ability to create stunning 

paces wa Bee es yaa VN ke eS ial = mathematical models of the natural 

eden es ct en Peat ee rs ee * eae 3 world. Fractal structures are seen in 

Bee De Re chal ee @ such things as the mountains, trees and 

Jack Frost even’ in ne behavior of yc 

market. Because so much of nature 

mountains, coastlines, snowflakes and repeating of this process. The equation —_ follows a fractal structure, these 

clouds. It is one of the central concepts _ for five iterations would look like this: mathematical models may lead to a 

of fractal geometry.’ pea alee ‘ype Nee is deeper understanding of ue conten 
natural world. Although fractals ma 

Many of the mathematical concepts fractal images. help us to see a sinple process hid 

that are used to create these fractal a complex pattern, it cannot be assumed 

images were discovered around the Another method for the creation of that ae undesiandiig of its 

turn of the 19th century. The mathema- _ fractal images is the line replacement consequences can be found.’ 

ticians who came across these fractal method. An example of this is the Koch 

objects considered them “monsters of Curve created by Helge von Koch in References: ‘oxonce’ Bistinaned 

uncompromising irregularity.”’ They 1904.5 This curve is also called the ae aes ot Frat Heigoes Isuringet: 

were then ignored until Benoit snowflake curve for obvious reasons. Verlag, 1988), preface 

Mandelbrot coined the term fractal in This is also created from an iteration 2Peitgen, Heinz-Otto; Saupe, Dietmar eds. 

1975. With the aid of computers, process, but with lines instead of The Science of Fractal Images (Springer- 

Mandelbrot recognized some of these equations. An initial line, the initiator, Verlag, 1988), p.28 

“monsters” as the basic structures in is drawn. This line is then replaced by *McGuire, Michael, An Eye For Fractals 

the language of nature’s irregular a series of connected lines called the (Addison-Wessley, 1991), p. 30 

shapes.‘ The new mathematical generator. Each new line is again Peitgen, Heinz-Otto; Saupe, Dietmar eds. 

lan, of fractal geometry now replaced with the generator. Depend- The Science of Fractal Images (Springer- 
guage of fractal geometry no replaced With thevenerato® Dep Veriag, 1988), p.25 

allows the description of many of the ing on the resolution that is desired, SPeitgen, Jurgens, Saupe, Fractals For the 

complex forms of nature. this could ee. an infinite process: Classroom (Springer-Verag, 1992), p. 103 

creation 0} e Koch curve, as with a! Peitgen, Heinz-Otto; Saupe, Dietmar eds. 

How are fractals created? At the very fractals, is a sequential The Science of Fractal gee (Springer- 

root of a fractal is usually a simple construction process. Verlag, 1988), p.25 

equation. Using a computer, successive ‘Peitgen, Heinz-Otto; Saupe, Dietmar eds. 

iteration of this equation is then used to The Science of Fractal Images (Springer- 
Verlag, 1988), p.25 

i Mandelbrot, Benoit B., forward in Michael 

Because so much of nature follows a fractal structure, wessen a For Fractals (Addison- 

these mathematical models may lead to a deeper °Peitgen, Jurgens, Saupe, Fractals For the 

understanding of the complex natural world Classroom (Springer-Verlag, 1992), p. 20 
a Author Bio: Michael Sprague is a 

create the fractal image. For an Why are fractals important? “The Senior in Mechanical Engineering. 

example of iteration, consider the computer rendering of fractal shapes He will be graduating in May 1997, 

function f(x) = x’. To iterate this has left no doubt of their relevance to and plans to attend graduate school. 

equation, start with an any initial value _nature.”* With the aid of computers, 

for x, and solve. Use this solution for fractals have allowed the creation of 

the new value of x and solve f(x) for mathematical models that are, for the 

this value. Iteration is the continual first time, close to the complexity of 
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Fueling Progressive 

I" the near future, with less state and distribution and far greater states, quickly pursuing this process 
control of the power industry, the consumer choice. Directly affecting may allow the power industry in 

typical Wisconsin electric bill may be- the most people, new consumer Wisconsin to compete more effectively 
come as complicated as the telephone choice will allow consumers the in larger markets such as Illinois or 
bill. Behind this is both a statewide and ability to choose which power Michigan. In addition, because 
nationwide push for deregulation of company best suits their needs. Wisconsin already has very low rates, it 
the power industry, which has enjoyed This may facilitate the need for should pursue every alternative to 
a very long history of a guaranteed fair _ separate charges for distribution keep them that way. 
profit return in exchange for a pro- and the actual power itself. In 
tected market share. These pushes to contrast, Wisconsin power compa- Wayne Peterson, a system operating 
change the power industry may be nies and investors may find the manager at Wisconsin Public Service 
comparable to the breakup of AT&T in _ important aspect to be the ability to (WPS) in Green Bay, WI says, “Wiscon- 
the 1980’s, when everyone was offered _ set their own prices in exchange for sin Public Service’s view is that 
more choice in long distance service. allowing increased competition to deregulation should result in lower 

enter the market. prices and should provide many more 
services for our customers. We think 

This broad push in Wisconsin that in the long run, itis the right thing 
strikes chords with similar pro- for the industry to do... There are a lot 

a posals in California and New of issues, this industry has been regu- 
York, where power ismuch more _ lated fora long time. What we feel we 
expensive than in Wisconsin. should do is to gradually move into the 

| Wisconsin’s rates are third lowest _ deregulated environment.” However, 
2 in the nation while California’s Wayne said the other power industries 

aes rates are 137 percent of the na- in Wisconsin, notably Wisconsin 
ae tional average. This isdue tothe _ Electricand Wisconsin Power and 
ve large social costs in California, Light, do not share this go-slow ap- 
rn suchas environmental protection. proach. This promises to be a hot issue 

| as Wisconsin gets closer to breaking up 
, — Bete Why are Wisconsin's rates so its power monopolies. 

230 r low? To answer this, Wisconsin 
‘ ce : i Public Service, a Wisconsin power Whatare some of the advantages to de- 

| company, credits these low rates _ regulation? Low rates anda stable 
ven | : oo to both efficiency within the orga-__ workforce are two advantages. The sta- 
A ’ ST | 99 nization and the good relation- bility of the workforce at WPS results Goat | | ship ithas with the state. The from a bargain between the workers 

/ 22 | power industry and the statecon- and the company. According to Wayne, 
: tinue to work together to keep the workers provide, “a flexible work 

| : these rates low. In force where people who are in one 
A : g addition, Wisconsin, being a jurisdiction class or one type of work 
ee eer f2)< leader in the national topic of can move over and do another type of P Se deregulation, is forcing it k without havi hrough 1 as = wes Power deregulation, is forcingits work without having to go througha 

i oS —— = $5 power companies to preparefor grievance process. It has allowed us to ee H coming deregulation in a way have supervisory employees do some 
Deregulation of the power industry could cause = ak es them aa men works and ean employees ‘fo 
heat, from plants like this, to be less expensive. AYE: BY SeepIng costs. down. SUP CE BOTY WOLRANG PUL ie oe sis on having the employees work in 

Since Wisconsin rates are so low, why the most critical areas.” In return, 
In speculation, the push to deregulate should it pursue deregulation? First, workers get a high level of job security. 
may involve loosening controls on pric- _ since the idea of power deregulation is — The contract signed by the union and 
ing, competition in power generation still in the embryonic stage in many the company guarantees a no layoff 
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clause for at least three years, of which _ lines could be owned separately by an- _‘ The struggle for power deregulation in 

they are in their second year. other company, the company generat- Wisconsin poses many challenges. Per- 

ing power would have to pay a fee to haps, by using a go-slow approach 

Proudly noting the high moral of the have their power transmitted. How- which is carefully planned out, con- 

workforce, Wayne said, “We have not ever, power transmission is often much — sumers, in the long run, might benefit 

had major layoffs and early retirement cheaper than power generationand the _ greatly. However, many large busi- 

at this point and to compete inthe un- _extra cost may not be much ofa factor. _ nesses will more than likely benefit 

regulated environment, we're going to _ Also, the new power transmission com- with the more choices afforded them 

need all of the 2500 to 2600 employees panies might expand the present struc- and may prove to be the driving force 

that we have. Where as some of these ture, allowing the capability to transmit _ to change the laws in Wisconsin and 

other utilities are laying off 20 to 25 per- more power across longer distances other states. Without a doubt, 

cent of their work force...For us we feel _ than today. Finally, a 
this is an advantage, since the moralof — power distribution 

our employees is very high going grid is needed to a a C / 

through the deregulated phases.” transmit power to — [3 tlie 
each consumer. It is _ oo 

On the downside, WPS is surrounded incredibly expensive | Sd . 

by larger utilities. In addition, WPSde- _ to enter this market _ 4 

pends on these larger utilities forabout and involves build- oS , eo { 

20 percent of their power needs. Ina ing a network of =” ‘ 

connections to indi- Baier ns A 

worst case scenario, competing utilities vidual power users. a 7 " q a 4 

could seize control of the power trans- It is expected that _ j po - 7 . 

mission lines supplying WPS with the existing power . _ iow 7 © a 

power and force them to chargehigher monopolies will _ - 2 ‘% d I 

rates, by raising the price of this power. compete wellinthis [7 oh - i a 
wana i , oo a 

This might allow the competing utility part of the business a) wer 2 3 

to enter WPS’s core territory and pick andasa result will ee - 4s > 

off their customers with lower rates. Of tack on the final cost aN a “ig 

equal importance, the largest consum- _of power. . , 

ers of power might benefit greatly by a 
opting for their own power distribu- These three core ‘a 

tion systems and generators, or use businesses (like the 

these alternatives to bargain for much phone network’s 

lower rates than small consumers. This _ separate long dis- - 

is already happening in Detroit where tance and local busi- f ¢ 

Detroit Edison Company signed con- nesses), could very ce 

tracts with the big three automakers easily add more to 

that gave them 10 to 15 percent reduc- the price of energy | 8 

tions in their present rates, which trans- _ than what we have 4 B 

lates into a possible savings of up to today. However, in 3 

400 million dollars in the next 10 years. _ the long run itis a 

These contracts are at present being hoped that competi- 5 

tion will ultimately 2 

formed across the United States and lower these costs § 

could eventually threaten to raise and perhaps even 3 

rates for residential consumersiand Ati siese tines Wayne Peterson, a successful engineer working for 

” ’ Wisconsin Public Service. 
some power compa- 

Through deregulation, Wayne said, the nies hope to im- 

power supply industry may be split prove their service by installing new Wisconsin, with its 

into three units: power generation, computerized meters in each house- strong position, is expected to stay 

power transmission and power distri- hold to allow different rates to be competitive with other states as they 

bution. Power plants could be bought charged at different times of the day.In _ eventually move to deregulate their 

and sold on the free market. Along addition, there is some talk of utilizing power industries. In addition, while 

with this, smaller generators could be the excess phone line capacity (needed many utilities across the country face 

cheaply built, making the number of to transmit information between power _ workforce cuts of 20 to 25 percent, WPS 

potential players in this market large. facilities) to provide phone line capac- seems to be bucking this trend, to the 

Next, power transmission allows ity for businesses looking for cheaper benefit of Wisconsin workers. If 

power to be distributed across long dis- phone service. Cont. on page 22 

tances. Since the existing transmission —. So 
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q 'T he server is busy.” These four installed into the residence halls, the cur- _ appropriate software. Dolt willbe selling 
words thatlight up thecomputer _ rent method of logging in over your per- __ ResNet Connection Kits which include 

screen can be really frustrating. Like sonal phone line is eliminated. The new an ethernet card, cable, drivers and 
many students in the dorm, trying tolog cable willbe for yourcomputerconnec-  WiscWorld software. An Installation 
onto the University system in the 
evening can take awhile. Most times, rn 

students in the dorms will have to wait . . . 
until midnight or one in the morning to Each room will be wired with two 
send an email message or look for high-speed ethernet connections information on the World Wide Web. . 9 P 

allowing for full Internet access. House dens and The advantages of having acom . . 
puter in your dorm room diminish when study areas will also have the option for 
access is virtually impossible during the . walking boute) To help sesolvethis prob- connecting a laptop computer to the network 

. lem UW-Housing is working on install- eee 
ing ResNet (Residential Network) in all 
student's residence hall rooms. ResNet tion and the existing phone lines will be Fair, given by Dol, will be held in or 
allows for new telephone lines, basic strictly for the telephone. Thecomplexity near each hall when ResNet is running. 
cable TV service and computer data and size of the task of installing all these 
jacks. UW-Housing hopes that ResNet lines is enormous and this project will UW-Housing and Dolt are working to 
will provide a system for “futureinterac- take time. help the transition to ResNet. Dolt will 
tive, and distance, learning initiatives provide a 24-hour Help Desk which 
while delivering unparalleled informa- In the meantime, residents will have to students can call at 4-HELP. Also, if the 
tionand communication services today.” endure construction noise. The construc- problem can not be solved over the 
The anticipated completion date is the tion will not begin before 9 a.m. Housing _ phone,a member from an ARCH center 
end of the 1996 fall semester. staff will inform residents on what toex- _will contact you for an appointment. 
—_——— pect and how to prepare their rooms for 

the installation. Installations consist of If you are curious about the progress of 
ResN us thern one inch pipes in rooms and two and ResNet or want more information, access 

et eS o ¢ et, one-half inch square pipes inthe hallsfor the ResNet World Wide Web site: 
a networking all rooms leading to storage rooms and 

s ch eme wh i c h i s then to the basement. <URL:http://www.wisc.edu/resnet/>. 

about 100 times faster —ResNet will make access to the Univer- 
sity computer system for residents very 

than a 14.4 convenient. Each room will be wired Author Bio: Jennifer Schultz is a 
i with two high-speed ethernet connec- freshman interested in Geological 

kilobaud modem tions allowing for full Internet access. Engineering. She can’t wait for the 
Bouse dens and study areas will also ResNet so that the server will never 

ResNet uses ethernet, a networking have the option for connecting a laptop be busy again. 
scheme which is about 100 times faster computer to thenetwork. 
thana 14.4 kilobaud modem. A 14.4 
kilobaud modem transfers data at 14,400 . . 
bits per second. Since ethernet useshun- _ When ResNetis available, each com- 
dreds of miles of cable that will soon be puter will need an ethernet card and the 
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A Roo ith a Vi 

otted plants. People growing Currently, the glass booth is used for Professor Marleau explained that the 
P potatoes in outer space. Students two purposes. Professor Richard fountain is linked to a series of comput- 
hovering over a computer. The Informa- _ Marleau’s electrical engineering (ECE) ers, some of which were donated by 
tion Place. Just what is going on in that _ students use one half of the glass booth Allen-Bradley. These computers are 
glass booth, anyway??? to monitor the Maquina fountain’s located in various places, including a 

activities via computer. Dean Don tunnel underneath the fountain and a P 
The glass booth in the Engineering Hall Woolston set up the other half of the room in Engineering Hall. The comput- 
lobby has evolved since it was built 
during Engineering Hall’s renovation 
three years ago. Except for some potted 
plants, the glass booth remained 
relatively empty until fall of 1995. At i, 
that time, the Wisconsin Center for re 
Space Automation and Robotics a 
(WCSAR) moved in. They used the 
glass booth to monitor the potato spuds - —=—ti‘<‘;é‘;*S 

_ .. — \ | —____________ ST o es AUC 
WALA The students can 1 ” 

do many different \) — 
AL . » Wa ¥ things with the Be \\\\ .* i 
ae one te ff a . [ 4 en » é 3 fountainfromthe § St am  f£ 

computer inthe a | ih ae | 
Part of the glass room in the Engineering Hall Lobby is The Information Place, 

glass booth. They where a student is always ready to try and answer your question. 

can control lights, glass booth as “The Information Place,” _ers are also linked to the computer in 
i which provides information from an the glass booth, which is used to control 

m usICc, and the easy-to-find location to anyone visiting the fountain. 
the engineering campus. 

pattern of water The students can do many different 
Controlling Maquina things with the fountain from the 

flow from the A computer is set up in the glass booth —_ computer in the glass booth. Dan 
fountain which controls the Maquina fountain Anderson, an ECE student receiving 

on Engineering Mall. Professor Richard —_ independent study credit for his work 
Marleau’s ECE 468: Digital Computer with the fountain, said that they can 
Control Projects students, as well as control lights, music and the pattern of 

that they recently sent into orbit. ECE students taking independent water flow from the fountain. In the 
However, when the shuttle mission was __ studies credit, use the glass booth for winter, for example, they used the 
over, WCSAR moved out. this purpose. computer to control the water flow to 
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create the designs on the fountain. and can be difficult to find. Therefore, geographical information and 

When summer arrives, giant speakers a centralized, easy-to-find information information about current events. 

above Engineering Hall will play the place could help alleviate this problem. 

Westminster Abbey chimes and the The geographical information is 

fountain will shoot bursts of water The Information Place was also created —_ available to help people find things, 

along with the music. For example, to reduce student frustrations from classrooms to bathrooms, both 

in Engineering Hall and on the 
engineering campus. 

Students who work in The Information The Information Place also strives to 
keep people informed about student 

Place are prepared to answer all Sorts —cven’s suchas club meetings and 

of q uestions Dave Sekowate, an Information Place 

worker, said that they also have 

at two o'clock, two chimes will be heard — stemming from the poor layout of the information about lodging, social 

as two bursts of water spray from the Academic Affairs Office. Dean events and computer facilities. Karina 

fountain. This display will be controlled — Woolston explained that once a student — Shook, who also works in The 

by students working at the computer in reaches the hard-to-find Academic Information Place, said that they have 

the glass booth. Affairs Office, they “walk up toa a book listing all the student jobs 

counter that’s like a bank, and is not available on engineering campus. “It 

Anderson explained that the glass really meant to be a place that you feel will be one place that people can come 

booth is used for convenience. He welcome. Then, if you’re lucky, you and look, instead of having to go 

said, “we used to be in back of Profes- find a place to sit, and almost always around to each department and 

sor Marleau’s [ECE] 468 lab, and when you have to make an . 

you made changes to the program, you —_ appointment. Its like at oe ip a ae - ee a Meo de 

had to come out of the lab and walk to going to see a loan ae oe > ee tee 

the front door [of Engineering Hall] to officer at a bank,” nein ‘ sacs ” 

see if what you did was working. said Woolston, “and el | | — a | ss 

[Now,] you can just look out the that’s not always i = cei _ =e i re ie s 
window and see if [your changes] what students want i - _ ok Co i at Di | 

worked.” to do. They want to . ...., tall — |. 

make a transaction — ne aaa : 
The Information Place with a teller and i: 2N 
The other half of the glass booth in they’re happy.” Tom 

Engineering Hall’s lobby is used as The ju ws ay 

Information Place. Dean Woolston said “T think the idea [for i a Co 

that “the main purpose of The Informa- The Information 5 St i | 
tion Place is to bridge the information Place] really stems i = te &, a j 

gap... between anybody who comes to from what students ee “ 
Engineering Hall and those people who __ wanted all along, not , 
know the answers.” He said The anything that I v ; 
Information Place exists to serve all wanted,” Woolston noe <= 

people, from students to professors to explained. “It is ‘ ! - ieitaemaamesn 
campus recruiters to alumni. puzzling to figure out ff i; i 

all the stuff you are bg ~ 
Conception supposed to know.” 4 P 

Dean Don Woolston created The i 

Information Place in January, 1996. He Information Avail- fi 

said it was formed for two reasons. The able at The yo 

idea first came about as a result of the Information Place ’ 
1990 College of Engineering Survey Students who work oe s 

conducted by Polygon, the engineering in The Information F é 

student council. One of the survey’s Place are prepared to , 8 

conclusions was that there is an answer all sorts of f S 

information gap on the engineering questions. Currently, [_ 5 

campus. Information that students the main focus is to - - “ . g 

need in order to get through college provide two types From the glass room in Engineering Hall, ECE students 

is available, but is widely scattered of information: hope to keep the fountain from running dry. 
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look on bulletin boards for student E cee Ct te de ee, eo ee 

jobs,” said Shook. a r~r~—~—”ti‘—“=iONC~CS*S:sis—SCS 

Right now, traffic through The Informa- | A Bl. ad -F ee h P 

tion Place is relatively slow, as people oe . D last From t : ie ast 
are still discovering what it is. When oe —r———r— Do 
asked Ss most frequent question ee oe 
in The Information Place was,Sekowate | = =~ [Thanks in part te Wi Al anc 

said, “It’s, ‘What is this place?’ When oe Da a te 2 I and WWI, 
eople find out what we’re for... they’Il a 

Cae in more and more.” 2 a women broke the mold into the work force 
U..m.i-@-.—s.—s._s— 

arcs ) oe 
The Information Place’s Future eae ct aaa - (circa te) ‘i : 
Recently, Dean Woolston said The 2 ae oo _ 
Information Place is, “not quite the Le (ge 99 9 0 ee | 7 4 

branch bank with tellers that I think of meee tk, Bs oe) - 
it as, but I think that will evolve.” He i ee iy ea 
hopes that in the future, students will ; ee a ee 
be able to go to The Information Place aoe — Se be ge oe Lo 
to pick up pass/fail forms, major _  . |. Nee 
declaration forms, and pamphlets on a er 
engineering disciplines. 2 & 

| 

Woolston emphasized, “I certainly ° | 
don’t have any goal of making advising | | 
just a [process of] handing a pamphlet | me ey 

and sending [students] along... but | | 

students have an interest in getting ec ea 

things quickly, and if they have big 4 ge 
questions, they can come and talk |. A 

to me.... lam always happy to talk | oe ’ 

to students.” a ie t ay 1 ee i | 

a NS NG Pe bss 
The Information Place could also evolve if is ay 3 eee ee Se © 

into a full fledged information referral "4 ‘ oe peg ree 8 leery a ' 

office, according to Woolston. He said 7 7 | Bl = ‘o>, ay AY idan bal {id iS \ 

that it could become similar to the aa qe sl a \y pe ee =o"8 SS a! 

Campus Assistance Center, but for au Wa Ce a Sef) S55 en, ¥ 
engineers. “At some point,” said | a = cS a ie 
Woolston, “a student might go to The | = ig ——— a a 

Information Place and say, ‘I’m looking : re —_— ae 

for an apartment close to the i | ae Hi 

engineering campus, and they'd be on : ee Ta \ 
given the information.” | é g He : 

As ECE students think of more creative | - | 

uses for the fountain, and as visitors to a y 
Engineering Hall discover the benefits 7 #| j | 0 : 

of using The Information Place, the 7 . | 
glass booth will no longer exist as a _ | f : a. 
mystery. Instead, it will be known as a : | | Z 

center for creativity and technical i _ i) , 

wonder, as well as a much needed place | | ' 
in which to gather the information that ao “i 

students need to make it to graduation. dee - 

Author Bio: Jen Hattan is new to the ot _ 

Wisconsin Engineer, but has already | SS 
played a big role. a = [2 

ee 
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2 Ll ~hLULUCOCOS The Residence Hall That Suits Your 

Cs may Comfortable, Friendly Atmosphere 

(Nl re Free Tutors 

- TT pO 2 Blocks from Engineering School 
ta ee [ 19 ayte 1815 University Ave. 

ea 608-231-2741 
Pg po gE X - 1-800-833-6099 
og ri, pre | nace ad | Gane Call Today for Your Free Brochure 

: 4 Hy 4 a HB ’ Be i i a 

b —< a 5 Ed 

Set your college course for smooth sailing at the Regent Apartments. Call 

our cruise lines today for a free tour at 258-4900 or 1-800-456-0223. 

Re, Cl ™ From The Home Office in 

ICGCH Madison, Wisconsin... 
apartments Top 10 Reasons To Choose Private Student Housing! 

10. Furnished suites give you the privacy 
eae eicel you want, and the space you need, You Do Have A 

‘ 9. Our paid utilities take the heat off your " | 
wallet! Choice! 

8. If it's dirty we'll clean it. If it's broken, 

we'll fix it with on-site housekeeping & Come and see what UW Students 
maintenance services! have known for over 30 years - 

7. Our fitness center gives the "Freshman i . " 
15" a whole new meaningl Come to live in Madison, but 

6. Need answers? Our 24 hour service COME TO LIFE! At The Towers! 
desk has them! 

5. Free tutoring & Computer Center will , "i 
help you hake the oradel Call us today for more information at 

4. Don't want to shower with 50 of your 1-800-ON-BUCKY | Or stop in ANYTIME for 
closest friends? Try our private baths! complete tour! 

3. Our DINE ANYTIME food service means 4 aa 
cold pizza breakfasts are a thing of the f | Hn 

past. the: agp 
2. You shop, eat and study on State Lt 

Street. See why living there is just too 502 N. Frances St. * Madison, WI 53703 * Phone (608) 257-0701 

cool! | 

 Bosaee ou nme a chi Housing Student -Not Stereotypes Since 94 
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Press Release 

The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, published by the students of the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin-Madison, won_sixeawards at this years annual Engineering 
College Magazines Associated (ECMA) nationalsconvention in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. Le 7 a ae 

ae. a oo Oe, — 
The awards were as follows: = = _ 

Best All Around Magazine - Honorable Mention 
Best Single |ssue - Honorable Mention oo 
Best Layout - All Issues - Second Place 
Best Article for a General Science Background - Second Place 
Best Non-Technical Article - First Place | 
Na . Bia | Co ou onor, bla | 4 . ne | 

The issue that won for ‘Best Single Issue’ was the February 1995 issue, Vol- 
ume 99, Number 2! "The author and article for ‘Best Article for a General 
Science Background’ was Jeremy Marwil for the article ‘Desperately Seeking 
Fusion’ in the April 1995 issue, Volume 99, Number 2. The author and ar- 
ticle for ‘Best Non-Technical Article’ was Jason Och for the article ‘Jump- 
Starting the Electric Vehicle Industry’ in the September 1995 issue, Volume 
99, Number 4. The author and,article that won the ‘Most Entertaining Fea- 
ture’ was Jason Och for the Just One more in the April 1995 issue, Volume 
99, Numbgy?. a a hUhrlCU 

. Se ee eel 
We would like to congratulate everyone who worked on the magazine and 
thank them for doing a terrific job! If you would like to’find out more about 
the Wisconsin Engineer please contact us in any ofthe following ways: 

E-mail: wiscengr@caelab1.cae.wisc.edu 
Phone: 608/205 
Web Site: http://www.engr.wisc.edu/~wiscengr 
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Cont. from p. 15 

anything, happens because of deregula- 
tion, the new ideas that will result 

because of competition will be sure to 

add value and thus ultimately benefit ) 5 
all consumers of power. (Cojo Sf AS 3 Cot 

SUBS Ha b 
BS 

Author Bio: Rob Nelson poses as an BETTER BREAD. BETTER SUBS.” tag 2 

ECE major at UW-Madison and has a Cousins Hours s - 

few sin ei for the future: i d West Campus M-Thurs: 8:00-8:00 

Some! ay t at music, compu ers-an 1407 University Ave Fri: 8:00-7:00 
ideas will one day meld into a com- 259-0777 Sat: 8:00-6:00 
mon understanding. This will take a Fax 259-0770 Sun: 8:00-4:00 

lot of work, overcoming harsh social 

barriers, barriers of different lan- 
guages and understanding of math- 
ematics, so that we can “Just all get 

along”. 
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BECOME PART OF THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

TRADITION! 

Find out more by calling 262-3494. 
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Faculty Profile: a 

Michael Corradini 
We I first met Mike Corradini, Waste Review Board. 

he took the time to sit down and This committee deals 

talk with me. That wasa few yearsago, _ with the technical and 

and he still makes the time to talk political aspects of 

about whatever’s going on in my life. waste disposal siting. 

So when I was waiting in his office to Another committee is | : 

interview him, I wasn’t surprised tosee — the Administrative | 

four or five other students shuffle in Council. This council . eo | 

and out. His main concern is the stu- deals with various ee | 

dents at this university. changes on campus as — - a 74 

a whole. A few ex- | >» A ¢ } | 

Mike Corradini completed his under- amples are general | el \. 577) ew le 

graduate education at Marquette education require- | | ie co Ct” ay 

University witha Bachelor of Science in _ ments and UW student oo os Ld a 

Mechanical Engineering. He then transfer policy. Finally, 7 al as oS . a 

proceeded to graduate with his Ph.D. he is the Director ofthe =| a : _ 7 Te oe 

in Nuclear Engineering from MIT. Nuclear Reactor ce 7G 7 _ me | 

For the next three years, he got a taste Research Center. Co A he i a oe 

of the real world working at Sandia ae ‘ Xe a 

Labs in the Reactor Safety Division. In His list of achieve- —S x ee 

1981, He came to the University of ments includes the WZ fi 5 

Wisconsin to be a professor in the American Nuclear So- SSSSS i £ 

Nuclear Engineering and Engineering _ ciety Young Members NZ Hee . a 

Physics department. Achievement Award is x SX SS Y 4 ‘ y 2 

(1990),The Presidential [ee Zaps a 2 

InJuly, he became Associate Dean of Young Investigator Sys ih Cl é 

‘Academic Affairs. He applied for this Award (1984),and Fel- (YSN aa \ ; position to increase his interaction low of the American E i 3 

with students. In other words, students Nuclear Society. When not spending time with his graduate stu dents, 

are the most fun. He said, “The stu- . . Professor Michael Corradini finds time to be the 
dents are our customers, and we are His research interests Associate Dean of Academic Affairs. 

here for them.” include thermal 
hydraulics and 

Now Mike spends about 80% of his multiphase flow with specialties inre- __ Author Bio: Sara Steinhardt is a 

time being a Dean. He is responsible actor operation, reactor safety, waste chemical engineer graduating in De- 

for the Engineering Career Services, disposal siting, and risk assessment. cember. She is hoping to get a job 

International Engineering Studies He currently has a dozen graduate stu- someplace warm. 

Program, Pre-Engineering Office, and dents who assist him in his work. 

the CAE among other various services. 

The other 20% of his time he spends In the little free time that he has, he 

teaching and researching with his likes to play basketball at the Shell 

graduate students. and attend his boys’ basketball and 

soccer games. 
Dean Corradini is involved in many 

committees on campus and off. He is When asked what he thinks of the Uni- 

on the Assessment Council, which versity today and its future, he said, 

takes the curriculums of different ma- “The University is at a crossroads. 

jors and decides whether or not they With respect to down-sizing, a unique 

are sufficient. He is also the UW System —_ opportunity for reorganization is upon 

representative to the Technical Advi- us. Inan engineering sense, we need to 

sory Council of the State Radioactive optimize our resources.” 
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Just One More 
SSS 

Ahh spring! It’s about that time when students throughout the college of engineering start scratching their heads and 
pulling their hair. Every year it’s the same. Tensions are running high and engineering students start asking themselves 
the undeniable question, “Am I meant to be an engineer?” 

We at the the Wisconsin Engineer thought this was a good question. Are you meant to be an engineer? Is anyone? Thus, in 
the interest of student well being, we have concocted a comprehensive study to answer this question once and for all. The 
following is a simple little test. It consists of 20 statements and if you can honestly say that five of these apply to you, then 
you my friend, are meant to be an engineer. If you can’t say this then feel lucky. Get out while the getting’s good. Go and 
never look back. Who needs you anyway! 

You might be an engineer... 

1, If you have no social life, and you can prove it mathematically. 
2. If you enjoy pain. 

3. If you know vector calculus but can’t remember how to do long division. 
4. If you’ve actually used every single function on your graphing calculator. 
5. If it is sunny and 70 degrees outside and you are working at a computer. 

6. If you frequently whistle the theme song to “MacGyver.” 
7. If you always have to do homework on a Friday night. 
8. If you think in “math.” 
9. If you've calculated that the world series actually diverges. 
10. If you hesitate to look at something because you don’t want to break down its wave function. 
i. If you have a pet named after a scientist. 

12. If you laugh at jokes about mathematicians. 
13. If you can translate English into binary. 
14. If you can’t remember what's behind the door in the computer lab which says “Exit.” 
15. If you are completely addicted to caffeine. 
16. If you consider any non-engineering course “easy.” 
17. If, when your professor asks you where your homework is, you claim to have accidentally determined 

its momentum so precisely, that according to Heisenberg it could be anywhere in the universe. 
18. If you'll assume a “horse” is a “sphere” in order to make the math easier. 
19. If the fun center of your brain has deteriorated from lack of use. 

20. If you make a hard copy of this list and post it on your door. 

The above list was compiled by Jon Furniss with help from Matt Vokoun. 
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